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Overview
• Unique properties of audio materials       
• Embedded metadata schemas
l d h• Externa  meta ata sc emas
• Customizing for content
• Tools
• Best Practice Examples   
• Questions
Thinking About Metadata   





































• Dublin Core, EBUCore, METS     
Embedded Metadata: File Structure     
From “BWF — a format for audio data files in broadcasting” <http://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3285.pdf>
Embedded Metadata: RIFF INFO tags       
• Embedded in WAV files (.wav)
• Used more for commercial purposes       
• Not a recognized archival standard












Embedded Metadata: BWF <bext> chunk       
• Embedded in BWF WAV files (.wav)


























Embedded Metadata: Drawbacks   
• Limited number of fields and coverage         
• Different players interpret fields differently











Choice based on institution, system, resource,           
audience, anticipated use
External Metadata: Dublin Core     








External Metadata: EBUCore   
• Created by European Broadcasting Union       
• Specifically for audio and video resources 




segmentation of media   
• Administrative metadata: publication history, 
rights
External Metadata: METS   
• Metadata Encoding and Transmission       
Standard


















Tailoring metadata for content     
• Transcriptions
• Subject headings








developed by Text Encoding Initiative       
• TEI Header provides for detailed metadata about 
participants in an event     
Custom Fields
• Locally defined metadata fields can be created in               
most DOMSs
Tools for Audio Metadata Editing       
• JHOVE
• BWF MetaEdit




















• Descriptive metadata uses EBUCore     
• Draft of parts B & C used by Sound Directions
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